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PPUI Basic Rules & Etiquette  

BRIEF RULES 
  

1. The holes must be played in the correct sequence. 
2. You may not practice on the course before playing in some competitions. 
3. The ball must be played as it lies. 
4. If your ball is obstructing the play of an opponent, you may mark the ball, allow your 

opponent to play and then replace it. You may use a pattern marker or an object no bigger 
than a 5c coin. 

5. If your ball lies in a sand bunker, you may not touch the sand with your club in preparation to 
play the shot. 

6.  You must use a tee peg at the teeing ground. 
7. The flag must be removed from the hole and placed off the green when putting. 
8. If your ball strikes an overhead wire in direct line from the tee to green, you may replay the 

shot. 
9. Both you and your marker must sign a competition card, having checked that the scores are 

accurately recorded. 
10. In a Strokeplay competition, you must complete the play of each hole, i.e. you may not pick 

up your ball before holing out. 
11. If both you and your opponent’s ball are on the same green, you are penalised if you hit any 

ball with yours. 

BASIC ETIQUETTE 
  
1. Have respect for the course; do not damage greens by hitting them with clubs, etc. 
2. Always try to repair the mark made by your ball when it hits the green. 
3. Never play with more than three other people. 
4. When you see that you are delaying the play of those coming behind, allow them to play 

through. 
5. Always give precedence to those playing in a competition, if you yourself are not. 
6. Let your opponent tee off first if he/she takes fewer shots than you on the previous hole. 
7. When others are playing their shot, do not make noise. Do not stand too close to or behind 

them. 
8. The ball which is furthest from the hole is played first. 
9. Do not move off until all others have played their tee shot. 
10. When you see that your ball may strike any person, always warn them by shouting “Fore”. 
11. You may not tee off until the players in front have finished play on the green and walked off 

it. 
 
Full PPUI Rules of Play can be found on the PPUI website, www.ppui.ie.  
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